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  Head First Programming Paul Barry,David Griffiths,2009-11-23 Presents the concepts of
writing computer programs, covering such topics as variables, loops, functions, data files and arrays,
modular programming, widgets, exceptions, and objects.
  Examining Evolutionary Trends in Equus and its Close Relatives from Five Continents
Raymond Louis Bernor,Gina Marie Semprebon,Florent Rivals,Leonardo Santos Avilla,Eric
Scott,2020-03-12 Evolution of the horse has been an often-cited primary example of evolution, as
well as one of the classic and important stories in paleontology for over a century and a half, due to
their rich fossil record across 5 continents: North America, South America, Europe, Asia and Africa.
The recent horse has served a profound role in human ancestry, including agriculture, commerce,
sport, transport, warfare, and in prehistory, for the subsistence of humans. Many studies have
examined the evolution of the Equidae and chronicled the striking changes in skulls, dentition,
limbs, and body size which have long been perceived to be a response to environmental shifts
through time. Most comprehensive studies heretofore have: (1) focused on the “Great
Transformation”- changes that occurred in the early Miocene, (2) involved tracking long-term
diversity or paleoecological trends on a single continent or within a geographical locality, or (3)
concentrated on the 3-toed hipparions. The Plio–Pleistocene evolutionary stage of horse evolution is
punctuated by the great climatic fluctuations of the Quaternary beginning 2.6 Ma which influenced
Equus evolution, biogeographic dispersion and adaptation on a nearly global scale. The evolutionary
biology of Equus evolution across its entire range remains relatively poorly understood and often
highly controversial. Some of this lack of understanding is due to assumptions that have arisen
because of the relatively derived craniodental and postcranial anatomy of Equus and its close
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relatives which has seemed to imply that that these forms occupied relatively homogenous and
narrow dietary and locomotor niches - notions that have not been adequately addressed and
rigorously tested. Other challenges have revolved around teasing apart environmentally-driven
adaptation versus phylogenetically defined morphological change. Geochronologic age control of
localities, geographic provinces and continents has improved, but in no way is absolute and can be
reexamined in our proposed volume. Temporal resolution for paleodietary, paleohabitat and
paleoecological interpretations are also challenging for understanding the evolution of Equus. Our
proposed volume attempts to assemble a group of experts who will address multiple dimensions of
Equus’ evolution in time and space.
  Recent Innovations in Artificial Intelligence and Smart Applications Mostafa Al-Emran,Khaled
Shaalan,2022-10-01 This book tackles the recent research trends on the role of AI in advancing
automotive manufacturing, augmented reality, sustainable development in smart cities,
telemedicine, and robotics. It sheds light on the recent AI innovations in classical machine learning,
deep learning, Internet of Things (IoT), Blockchain, knowledge representation, knowledge
management, big data, and natural language processing (NLP). The edited book covers empirical
and reviews studies that primarily concentrate on the aforementioned issues, which would assist
scholars in pursuing future research in the domain and identifying the possible future developments
of AI applications.
  Emerging Technologies in Virtual Learning Environments Becnel, Kim,2019-06-28 The
emergent phenomena of virtual reality, augmented reality, and mixed reality is having an impact on
ways people communicate with technology and with each other. Schools and higher education
institutions are embracing these emerging technologies and implementing them at a rapid pace. The
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challenge, however, is to identify well-defined problems where these innovative technologies can
support successful solutions and subsequently determine the efficacy of effective virtual learning
environments. Emerging Technologies in Virtual Learning Environments is an essential scholarly
research publication that provides a deeper look into 3D virtual environments and how they can be
developed and applied for the benefit of student learning and teacher training. This book features a
wide range of topics in the areas of science, technology, engineering, arts, and math to ensure a
blend of both science and humanities research. Therefore, it is ideal for curriculum developers,
instructional designers, teachers, school administrators, higher education faculty, professionals,
researchers, and students studying across all academic disciplines.
  The Japanese Economy Victor Argy,Leslie Stein,1996-11-04 The book offers a concise account of
modern Japanese economic history and the essence of postwar macroeconomic issues and policy.
The nature of the Japanese corporation, labour relations and technological innovations are
discussed, with three chapters devoted to Japan's international economic relations and trade
surplus, service sector (including distribution, health and education) and with Japan's quality of life
(relating to matters such as pollution and urbanisation).
  Capturing Sound Mark Katz,2010-10-07 Fully revised and updated, this text adds coverage of
mashups and auto-tune, explores recent developments in file sharing, and includes an expanded
conclusion and bibliography.
  Quantitative Techniques for Competition and Antitrust Analysis Peter Davis,Eliana
Garcés,2009-11-16 This book combines practical guidance and theoretical background for analysts
using empirical techniques in competition and antitrust investigations. Peter Davis and Eliana
Garcés show how to integrate empirical methods, economic theory, and broad evidence about
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industry in order to provide high-quality, robust empirical work that is tailored to the nature and
quality of data available and that can withstand expert and judicial scrutiny. Davis and Garcés
describe the toolbox of empirical techniques currently available, explain how to establish the weight
of pieces of empirical work, and make some new theoretical contributions. The book consistently
evaluates empirical techniques in light of the challenge faced by competition analysts and
academics--to provide evidence that can stand up to the review of experts and judges. The book's
integrated approach will help analysts clarify the assumptions underlying pieces of empirical work,
evaluate those assumptions in light of industry knowledge, and guide future work aimed at
understanding whether the assumptions are valid. Throughout, Davis and Garcés work to expand the
common ground between practitioners and academics.
  The Canadian National Record for Swine ,1917
  Climate, Clothing, and Agriculture in Prehistory Ian Gilligan,2019 The first book on the origin of
clothes shows why climate change was crucial - for the origin of agriculture too.
  International Joint Ventures: Economic and Organizational Perspectives Kalyan
Chatterjee,Barbara Gray,2013-03-09 International Joint Ventures: Economic and Organizational
Perspectives is the result of a symposium on International Joint Ventures and Strategic Alliances
held by the Center for Research in Conflict and Negotiation at Pennsylvania State University. The
book gives a cross-disciplinary treatment of the economic and managerial issues affecting joint
venture formation, operation and performance, including subjects ranging from the impact of
international trade policy to cross-cultural communication on joint venture operations. The volume
enriches our understanding of each discipline from the vantage point of the other, building a more
complete understanding of joint ventures as a mode of entry into domestic and international
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markets. Two categories of question are analyzed: issues of importance to the joint potential and
actual participants in a joint venture, and issues related to the social effects of joint ventures from
the point of view of society as a whole or its agent, the regulator. The questions are addressed using
simple theoretical models and conceptual discussions as well as empirical analyses. Audience:
Executives, policy makers and scholars of economics, decision analysis, political science and
management.
  Für Volk and Führer Erwin Bartmann,2013-10-19 Like many Germans, Berlin schoolboy Erwin
Bartmann fell under the spell of the Zeitgeist cultivated by the Nazis. Convinced he was growing up
in the best country in the world, he dreamt of joining the Leibstandarte, Hitler's elite Waffen SS unit.
Tall, blond, blue-eyed, and just seventeen-years-old, Erwin fulfilled his dream on Mayday 1941, when
he gave up his apprenticeship at the Glaser bakery in Memeler Strasse and walked into the
Lichterfelde barracks in Berlin as a raw, volunteer recruit. On arrival at the Eastern Front in late
summer 1941, Erwin was assigned to a frontline communications squad attached to 4.Kompanie and
soon discovered that survival was a matter of luck - or the protection of a guardian angel. Good
fortune finally deserted Erwin on 11 July 1943 when shrapnel sizzled through his lung during the
epic Battle of Kursk-Prokhorovka. Following a period of recovery, and promotion to
Unterscharführer, Erwin took up a post as machine-gun instructor with the Ausbildung und Ersatz
Bataillon, a training unit based close to the eastern section of the Berliner Ring Autobahn. When the
Red Army launched its massive assault on the Seelow Heights, Erwin's unit, now incorporated into
Regiment Falke, was deployed to the southern flank of the Berlin-Frankfurt Autobahn, close to the
River Oder. The German defenses soon crumbled and with the end of the Reich inevitable, Erwin
was forced to choose between a struggle for personal survival and the fulfillment of his SS oath of
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'loyalty unto death�. From the war on the southern sector of the Eastern Front to a bomb-shattered
Berlin populated largely by old men and demoralized lonely women, this candid eyewitness account
offers a unique and sometimes surprising perspective on the life of a young Leibstandarte SS Adolf
Hitler volunteer.
  Groove Music Mark Katz,2012-04-01 It's all about the scratch in Groove Music, award-winning
music historian Mark Katz's groundbreaking book about the figure that defined hip-hop: the DJ.
Today hip-hop is a global phenomenon, and the sight and sound of DJs mixing and scratching is
familiar in every corner of the world. But hip-hop was born in the streets of New York in the 1970s
when a handful of teenagers started experimenting with spinning vinyl records on turntables in new
ways. Although rapping has become the face of hip-hop, for nearly 40 years the DJ has proven the
backbone of the culture. In Groove Music, Katz (an amateur DJ himself) delves into the fascinating
world of the DJ, tracing the art of the turntable from its humble beginnings in the Bronx in the 1970s
to its meteoric rise to global phenomenon today. Based on extensive interviews with practicing DJs,
historical research, and his own personal experience, Katz presents a history of hip-hop from the
point of view of the people who invented the genre. Here, DJs step up to discuss a wide range of
topics, including the transformation of the turntable from a playback device to an instrument in its
own right, the highly charged competitive DJ battles, the game-changing introduction of digital
technology, and the complex politics of race and gender in the DJ scene. Exhaustively researched
and written with all the verve and energy of hip-hop itself, Groove Music will delight experienced
and aspiring DJs, hip-hop fans, and all students or scholars of popular music and culture.
  Asian American Youth Jennifer Lee,Min Zhou,2004 First Published in 2004. Routledge is an
imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
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  Billboard ,2004-09-25 In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
  Popular Music: The rock era Simon Frith,2004
  Private Power, Online Information Flows and EU Law Angela Daly,2016-12-01 This
monograph examines how European Union law and regulation address concentrations of private
economic power which impede free information flows on the Internet to the detriment of Internet
users' autonomy. In particular, competition law, sector specific regulation (if it exists), data
protection and human rights law are considered and assessed to the extent they can tackle such
concentrations of power for the benefit of users. Using a series of illustrative case studies, of
Internet provision, search, mobile devices and app stores, and the cloud, the work demonstrates the
gaps that currently exist in EU law and regulation. It is argued that these gaps exist due, in part, to
current overarching trends guiding the regulation of economic power, namely neoliberalism, by
which only the situation of market failure can invite ex ante rules, buoyed by the lobbying of
regulators and legislators by those in possession of such economic power to achieve outcomes which
favour their businesses. Given this systemic, and extra-legal, nature of the reasons as to why the
gaps exist, solutions from outside the system are proposed at the end of each case study. This study
will appeal to EU competition lawyers and media lawyers.
  Appropriating Technology Ron Eglash,2004 From the vernacular engineering of Latino car
design to environmental analysis among rural women to the production of indigenous herbal cures-
groups outside the centers of scientific power persistently defy the notion that they are merely
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passive recipients of technological products and scientific knowledge. This is the first study of how
such outsiders reinvent consumer products-often in ways that embody critique, resistance, or
outright revolt.Contributors: Richard M. Benjamin, Miami U; Hank Bromley, SUNY, Buffalo;
Massimiano Bucchi, U of Trento, Italy; Carmen M. Concepcin, U of Puerto Rico; Virginia Eubanks,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Lisa Gitelman, Catholic U; David Albert Mhadi Goldberg, California
College of Arts and Crafts; Samuel M. Hampton; Michael K. Heiman, Dickinson College; Linda Price
King; Valerie Kuletz; Lisa Jean Moore, College of Staten Island, CUNY; Brian Martin Murphy, Niagra
U; Paul Rosen, U of York; Michael Scarce, Peter Taylor, U of Massachusetts, Boston; Turtle
Heart.Ron Eglash is assistant professor at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Jennifer Croissant is
associate professor at the University of California. Giovanna Di Chiro is assistant professor at
Allegheny College. Rayvon Fouch is assistant professor at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
  Handbook on the Economics of Conflict Derek L. Braddon,Keith Hartley,2011-01-01 The
Handbook on the Economics of Conflict conveys how economics can contribute to the understanding
of conflict in its various dimensions embracing world wars, regional conflicts, terrorism and the role
of peacekeeping in conflict prevention. The economics of conflict is a relatively new branch of the
discipline of economics. Conflict provides opportunities for applying game theory involving strategic
behaviour, interactions and interdependence betweenadversaries. The Handbook demonstrates that
conflict and its prevention is costly; it considers new dimensions such as ethnic cleansing,
destructive power, terrorism, corruption, the impact of new technology, peacekeeping, the role of
economists in defence ministries and the use of privatecontractors in conflict.
  Can't Stop Won't Stop (Young Adult Edition) Jeff Chang,Dave ‘Davey D’ Cook,2021-03-16 The
American Book Award winner, now completely adapted for a young adult audience! From award-
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winning author Jeff Chang, Can't Stop Won't Stop is the story of hip-hop, a generation-defining
movement and the music that transformed American politics and culture forever. Hip hop is one of
the most dominant and influential cultures in America, giving new voice to the younger generation.
It defines a generation's worldview. Exploring hip hop's beginnings up to the present day, Jeff Chang
and Dave Davey D Cook provide a provocative look into the new world that the hip hop generation
has created. Based on original interviews with DJs, b-boys, rappers, activists, and gang members,
with unforgettable portraits of many of hip hop's forebears, founders, mavericks, and present day
icons, this book chronicles the epic events, ideas and the music that marked the hip hop generation's
rise.
  The World of Protracted Conflicts Michael Brecher,2016-05-26 The World of Protracted
Conflicts analyzes interstate protracted conflict, a widespread phenomenon in the global system and
regional subsystems during the past century. It describes the content of a protracted conflict,
explains the cause-effect linkages in this multi-dimensional phenomenon, and explores models to
forecast protracted conflict.
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the pulse of each page and let your emotions run wild.
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from raleigh north carolina -
Aug 23 2022
web aug 21 2023   prefer the
performing arts see a show at
the durham performing arts
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durham s award winning
restaurants afterward
wilmington nc steeped in
antebellum and civil war
history wilmington
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usa 2023 guide an - Feb 26
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connections between the two
cities so durham is one of the
best car free day trips from
raleigh
20 best weekend trips from
raleigh nc for an unforgettable
getaway - Jan 16 2022
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greenbrier resort west virginia
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minutes drive time 228miles
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the park is named for its
interesting rock formation and
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take you right to it
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2022
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city is 30 minutes north of us
and is a fine choice for a
weekend getaway from raleigh
or even an evening out we also
love a staycation there any
time especially since there s a
low investment of driving time
to get there to enjoy a weekend
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getaway from raleigh
best day trips from raleigh to
take this summer worldatlas -
Mar 18 2022
web aug 10 2023   pittsboro
pittsboro north carolina usa 02
20 2021 an old man bent with
age walks toward a barber
shop in downtown pittsboro
editorial credit wileydoc via
shutterstock pittsboro north
carolina is an ideal day trip
destination that captures the
essence of small town charm
6 fantastic day trips from
raleigh north carolina - Jun 20
2022
web jul 11 2022   don t miss
these fantastic day trips from
raleigh there are so many
raleigh day trips less than two
hours from the city giving you

plenty of options when
choosing which ones you want
to take i recommend doing a
mix of seeing another city as
well as visiting a few parks so
you can enjoy nature
best day trips and vacation
spots from raleigh durham
nc raleigh - Dec 27 2022
web jun 1 2022   the best
sections to hike range from the
max patch bald at hot springs
less than 2 miles to the great
smoky mountains traverse near
fontana dam and davenport gap
72 miles
50 of the best day trips from
durham nc quick getaways -
Apr 18 2022
web oct 23 2023   from busy
cities to small towns these
quick getaways from durham

are perfect for a day trip or
even longer to help you plan
your adventures we ve
organized these places to visit
near durham by distance and
within the following sections
17 best day trips from raleigh a
few weekend trips - Jun 01
2023
web aug 22 2022   this guide
contains some of the best day
trips from raleigh as well as a
few great weekend getaway
options the destinations range
from small towns to other large
cities and more did we miss
any awesome places to visit
near raleigh
the 21 best day trips from
raleigh let s roam - Mar 30
2023
web jan 12 2022   the 21 best
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day trips from raleigh for every
style of adventure these day
trips from raleigh will help you
get a feel for the region s
unique southern culture and
magnificent landscape find
your favorite
25 best day trips from
raleigh nc more than main
street - Jul 02 2023
web may 26 2020   travel time
from raleigh to durham 30
minutes 25 miles topping our
list of fun things to do in
durham for the day are a visit
to sarah p duke gardens the
duke lemur center make
reservations far in advance and
the museum of life and science
three day raleigh travel
itinerary a journey we love -
Dec 15 2021

web we provide a three day
raleigh travel itinerary and
covers winston salem and
durham north carolina in this
post raleigh is a great weekend
destination
20 places to visit near raleigh
best day trips from raleigh -
Aug 03 2023
web jul 20 2023   driving time
30 minutes a 30 minute drive
from raleigh will take you on
one of the best day trips in
durham with state of the art
research facilities and scholarly
institutes located inside neo
gothic buildings durham is a
haven for dark academia fans
history buffs and tech
aficionados
affordable weekend trips from
the triangle budget your trip -

Sep 23 2022
web this guide to weekend
trips from the triangle has
several options that are all less
than 5 hours from home and
most are only a few hours at
the most some of these spots
are in the mountains while
others are at the beach
30 best weekend getaways
from raleigh quick trips -
Nov 13 2021
web jul 27 2023   looking for
the top places near raleigh for
a weekend getaway click this
now to discover the best
weekend getaways from raleigh
and get fr
13 best day trips from
raleigh north carolina
updated 2023 - Apr 30 2023
web updated may 07 2023 7
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min read museum hopping food
art and music festivals ghost
hunting sports outdoor
activities hiking and much
more can be experienced here
in raleigh the capital of north
carolina name it and raleigh
has it you can enjoy different
types of adventures and
activities in raleigh
50 best day trips from
raleigh nc quick getaways -
Oct 05 2023
web oct 23 2023   ready to
explore these amazing day trips
from raleigh we hope you re
able to get out and enjoy these
awesome cities and towns that
are perfect for day trips from
raleigh they re perfect no
matter where you re coming
from in the research triangle

including chapel hill and
durham
15 best day trips from
raleigh north carolina - Jan
28 2023
web jan 26 2020   let s explore
the best day trips from raleigh
1 durham source sean pavone
shutterstock durham only an
hour away from the busy
capital you ll find the peaceful
town of durham home to some
incredibly significant american
history cuisine and culture in
equal measure
getaways from raleigh this is
raleigh - Oct 25 2022
web 1 2 3 next ideas and tips
for weekend getaways from
raleigh and longer vacations
including beach breaks
mountain getaways romantic

getaways resort stays road
trips and much more
easy french toast recipe bbc
good food - Aug 21 2023
web method step 1 whisk
together the eggs milk cream
vanilla and cinnamon lay the
brioche slices in a single layer
in a shallow step 2 heat 1 tbsp
of the vegetable oil and butter
in a non stick frying pan over a
medium heat until foaming
carefully step 3 serve dusted in
icing sugar and
classic french toast recipe with
video and step by step martha
stewart - Apr 17 2023
web jun 30 2023   18 reviews
make any breakfast or brunch
special with our best french
toast by martha stewart test
kitchen updated on june 30
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2023 servings 6 crispy on the
outside and custardy inside
french toast makes a delicious
breakfast or brunch it s a
simple dish made with basic
ingredients milk or cream eggs
butter and bread
how to make french toast
perfectly food network - Mar 16
2023
web 1 choose your bread and
slice it thickly for particularly
fluffy custardy french toast
select bread like brioche or
challah for something with a
little more structure go for a
country style
brioche french toast recipe
robert irvine food network - Jan
14 2023
web french toast 722 reviews
level easy total 30 min prep 20

min cook 10 min yield 4
servings nutrition info brioche
and challah bread make the
best french toast both are
already so eggy that
the best french toast recipe
how to make it taste of home -
Jun 19 2023
web oct 13 2023   ingredients 1
1 2 cups half and half cream 3
large egg yolks 3 tablespoons
brown sugar 2 teaspoons
vanilla extract 3 4 teaspoon
ground cinnamon 1 2 teaspoon
salt 1 4 teaspoon ground
nutmeg 8 slices day old brioche
bread 1 inch thick optional
toppings butter maple syrup
fresh berries whipped cream
and confectioners sugar
directions
the best french toast recipe

simply recipes - Oct 23 2023
web sep 26 2023   method
make the egg mixture in a
medium bowl whisk together
the eggs milk and cinnamon
stir in the orange zest and or
soak the bread slices in egg
mixture place each slice of
bread into the milk egg mixture
allowing the bread to soak in
fry the french toast melt some
butter in a large
french toast recipe with
video - Sep 22 2023
web aug 21 2023   ingredients
⅔ cup milk 2 large eggs 1
teaspoon vanilla extract
optional ¼ teaspoon ground
cinnamon optional salt to taste
6 thick slices bread 1
tablespoon unsalted butter or
more as needed
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classic french toast recipe
nyt cooking - Feb 15 2023
web ingredients yield 4
servings 2 whole eggs 2 egg
yolks 2 cups whole milk or 1¾
cups milk plus 2 to 4
tablespoons cream 1 teaspoon
vanilla extract optional pinch of
salt unsalted butter for
french toast recipetin eats -
Jul 20 2023
web feb 23 2019   instructions
whisk together egg mixture in
a bowl vigorous whisk avoid
cinnamon floating on top melt
15g 1 tbsp butter in a non stick
skillet over medium heat dunk
a piece of bread quickly into

the egg mixture coating both
sides place in pan repeat with
more slices to fill cook for 2 ½
french toast recipe how to
make french toast mccormick -
May 18 2023
web instructions 1 to make this
easy french toast recipe whisk
egg vanilla and cinnamon in
shallow dish stir in milk 2 dip
bread slices in egg mixture
turning to coat evenly on both
sides 3 cook bread slices on
lightly greased nonstick griddle
or skillet on medium heat until
cooked through and
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